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1) John likes to play football and so ………. .  

         1) Jim can      2) does Jim      3) Jim can             4) can Jim 

2) You………. fly to Babol; there isn't an airport there.  

         1) won't             2) may not       3) should not            4) cannot 

3) London is known to be………. place in Europe to buy a car.  

         1) the more expensive               2) most expensive  

         3) the most expensive               4) more expensive  

4) We could not walk any………. since we were tired and hungry.  

         1) extra            2) further   3) slowly   4) more than  

5) Mr. Smith managed ……….two seats on the morning flight.  

         1) has booked    2) booking        3) to book        4) to booking   

6) We stayed in a lovely hotel………. the sea.  

         1) has been overlooked    2) overlooked 

         3) it overlooks                           4) overlooking  

7) Not until the 1980s………. for the average person to own a personal computer.  

         1) was it possible  2) was possible  3) it was possible  4) possible it was  

8) Mary never learned the language ……….she lived in Japan for two years.  

         1) yet        2) since       3) but            4) although  

9) My friend John………. to Japan last year.  

         1) has gone   2) has been   3) went   4) had been  

10) We have been trying hard to contact John for the past few days ………., we 

managed to find him.  

         1) eventually   2) whereas    3) otherwise     4) even though  

11) ……….is she? Is she the new bank manager?  

1) Which   2) Who   3) That   4) What  

12) If you ………. learn, I would show you how to operate that machine.  

1) will       2) would      3) were willing to     4) would have to  

13) We ……….you our help if you had asked for it.  

1) would give   2) gave   3) had given                4) would have given  

14) I avoid ……….……….my car whenever possible, especially in big cities.  

1) taking   2) to take   3) having taken  4) to taking  

15) Life in the country may not be as exciting as life in the city. You are, ………. , close 

to nature which provides peace and quietness.  

1) unless              2) nevertheless  3) therefore      4) afterwards 
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16) John has experienced poverty before, ………., he is very kind toward the poor.  

         1) otherwise   2) moreover     3) despite  4) therefore  

17) When I was a child, I never ……….about the future.  

         1) worrying   2) used to worry    3) made to worry   4) have worried  

18) Mary was so upset that she burst ……….tears.  

         1) in    2) with      3) up       4) into  

19) Where did you go ……….vacation last year?  

         1) over      2) to         3) on      4) in  

20) Ocean currents ……….play an important role in regulating global climate.  

         1) said to       2) thought to        3) are believed that   4) are known to  

21) There is no more food left. ………., there are plenty of fruits.  

         1) Therefore   2) Besides   3) However   4) Despite  

22) Mary and her brother ……….to the museum tomorrow.  

         1) are going   2) will be gone  3) will have gone  4) going  

23) People say that Chinese is………. to learn than English.  

         1) difficult       2) the most difficult  3) more difficult    4) a more difficult  

24) Although all members of the football team were told the time for practice,……… 

of them came on time.  

         1) each               2) none   3) all               4) either  

25) The children slept well ……….the noise.  

         1) because   2) despite   3) due to   4) whereas  

26) We haven't had ………. news from the mountain climbers.  

         1) some    2) no      3) none   4) any  

27) Maryam……….lives in Tehran. She moved to Karaj.  

         1) any longer   2) anymore       3) no longer        4) not more  

28) John asked me ……….anything interesting at the seminar.  

         1) in case I learn       2) did I learn        3) if I learned    4) whether learned  

29) Maryam's parents have lived in Shiraz ……….six years.  

         1) since              2) for              3) after          4) during 

30) Alexander Fleming discovered penicillin ………. 

         1) accidentally      2) accidental        3) in accident         4) on accidental  


